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How to get the most out of your Intensive Care Unit (ICU) Rotation? 

 
What can be expected during a typical day working in the ICU? 

• Longer days which are often 12-13 hours 

• Ward rounding twice, per day 

o Taking notes, ordering tests and making consults are an essential part of the round. You will be 

asked to examine patients and contribute clinically as well. This can be daunting at first but is also a 

wonderful opportunity to get real-time feedback from Staff specialists / Consultants 

• You are always working as part of a team, with registrar and or consultant and highly trained nurses and 

allied health staff. Your registrar will want to know if your patient deteriorates, and is rarely far away 

• Various meetings, teaching sessions, updating families etc, so not too different to other rotations 

 

 

Tips on how to prepare before starting on Day 1 of your ICU rotation 

• Consider extra reading and or courses:  The BASIC (Basic Assessment and Support in Intensive Care) course 

(or at the least reading the handbook from a previous participant) is a great starting point 

• Bring prior knowledge from previous rotations which will be useful to the team – e.g. Haematology, 

Neurosurgery. Whilst you may be new to ICU, your medical knowledge is always valuable 

• Prepare for the long weeks – you will not have much time aside from work when rostered on, so have your 

shopping, washing and life all in order beforehand 

• The days and weeks off are a great opportunity to do extra courses, and to enjoy the additional time off (e.g. 

have a 5 day holiday). You will also need to allow time to recover both before and after a busy ICU week. 

Make sure you maintain a balance between work and life. 

 

How to shine on your ICU rotation 

• Be on time, enthusiasm and always ask questions 

• Use your brain – think (but often check before proceeding!) 

• Show your knowledge, especially any critical care knowledge 

• If you are interested in critical care, tell your registrar or consultant early in the rotation (e.g. at the start of 

each week) 

• Do your junior doctor jobs well and efficiently. This will allow time for other opportunities (procedures such 

as central lines; attending codes; sitting in on organ donation discussions etc) 

• Listen to the nurses – many of them have many years of sub-specialty knowledge and can be a huge help to 

you 

 

What will I learn from doing an ICU rotation? 

• Technical skills such as: 

o Lines 

o How to administer drugs in an intubation 

• Clinical skills such as:  

o Assessment of the unwell patient 

o Ventilator  

o Use of vasoactive drugs 

o Attending code blues 

• Other great learning opportunities:  

o Sitting in on family meetings 

o How to breaking bad news 

o Family interactions 
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o End of life communication - Some intensivists are true experts in communication and family 

discussions. 

• What is ICU and what does an admission mean for patients?  

o Learning about the whole picture of ICU for patients and their families –  

▪ Delirium  

▪ Pain 

▪ Visiting hours etc.  

▪ Understanding the big picture ramifications of what Intensivists do. 

▪ Would you send your patient or your family there?  

▪ How do frail patients fare? 

• If you are interested in critical care, consider the lifestyle and personality of the consultant as well as the 

registrar – being an ICU consultant is a different role and that is the one you would be doing long-term 

 

 

 


